Meet Get Local Ambassador Anna Cesarano

Get Local welcomes Anna Cesarano from Doltone House as a Get Local Go Getter/Ambassador. We
asked Anna a few questions to get to know her a little better.

What do you never leave home without?
I never leave home without my passion and positivity, and a piccolo
of course – coffee hit for the morning!
What 3 words would colleagues use to describe you?
Passionate, Vibrant, Balanced
Do you prefer a window or aisle seat?
I prefer an aisle seat for ease of accessibility and able to observe
the hospitality and interact with the airline staff to ensure they feel
valued and of course an aisle seat ensures I don’t need to interrupt those beside me!
What is your top airport tip?
Plan ahead of any flight times to allow for any changes in scheduling and while you’re there early,
why not take in the full atmosphere of the surrounds – we take that for granted now with Covid
travel bans!

What changes to events has Covid inspired that you like?
Covid has really aligned with Doltone House’s ‘can do attitude’, ‘anything is possible approach’ and
that we can simply “make it happen”! The ever increasing need to be flexible, bespoke and not a
cookie cutter approach has been suited to the Doltone way.
Why is Australia a great place to host events?
Australia has it all. Cultural diversity which brings about different flavours and event inspiration.
We have leading facilities, great hospitality, amazing people and an international calibre for all
things event related. Australia has shown the world we are a leading nation and solution oriented
regardless of any obstacles that may impact any event given the synergies in the way we have been
placed on centre stage for the way we have handled a global pandemic!
What is the most memorable event you have worked on / or attended and why?
It would have to be an event close to my heart. The Biaggio Signorelli Asbestos Foundation
(honouring my later father). Doltone House hosted a banquet event for 2500 people in May 2018,
from high profile attendees, an exceptional menu, world-class entertainment and raising over $1m
for a great cause. The event was awarded Charity Event of The Year by Meetings & Events
Australia. This event encapsulated passion and a flawless execution as the significance of the event
meant that everyone was chipping in to a great cause
What is your favourite part about being in the events industry?
I very much enjoy the significant impact a successful event has on its stakeholders – internally and
externally. Internally, watching our teams collaborate to achieve amazing events of all sizes, taking
so much pride for all that ‘touch’ that special event. From the site inspection to plating up those
dishes – so much pride and passion! I personally enjoying watching the succession and progression
of individuals who absolutely love our industry. The classic intern story, who is still employed 12
years on – these stories are gold for me!

